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Kate’s Corner

WHEN YOUR HORSES FIND
YOU—Part II—Raca II

It was 1986 and her name was Raca
II. Her mother was named Shadrach
and so she was Raca II (pronounced
ra-ka -2) but no announcer ever got it
right, and we got her for my mother.
She was a
beautiful
dun, Connemara TB
cross, and
just shy of
14.2hh. My
mother rode
horses growing up, and was thinking
that riding was something she would
like to start again, but we needed
something safe, “bombproof” if –you
- will (ok… DOUBLE BOMBPROOF), and THEN we could share
this sport together. One of the Pony
Club instructors knew of such a horse
and so… Mom took a few lessons,
and decided it was a GO!
Unlike Molly (my first pony), Raca
was more “mare-ish”; she would pin
her ears in the stall, squeal at the
boys, go into season if there was a
stallion in the same
zip code, but she
never spooked. I
saw these as expressions of her
feisty personality;
my mom saw them as danger! She
took Raca to adult camp with my
trainer, and ended up switching horses because Raca had pranced on the
trail… I had my sights on this

horse… I ALWAYS wanted one
that would PRANCE!
And so, without looking any farther
than across the barn aisle, it was
decided that Raca would be a perfect mount for me to “move up”
with. I was ready to take my D3
and she was ready to take me there
and beyond!

Raca was stunning. In the winter
her coat was so thick you could lose
your hand in it and every spring she
would shed to a coat that was sleek
and golden. She had lovely confirmation, and always caught the
judges’ eye. She was up for a
swim, we could ride trails into the
next county or to an ice cream
stand, run cross country for days,
jump 4’ oxers but…. where was
this horse that I heard would
PRANCE?? I was her “kid” and
she was NOT about to take a wrong
step. In the cold Maine winter as I
waited for my ride home I would
get under her blanket and lay on her
back while she munched hay, we
were always so very cozy!
Raca and I were a dream team; our
high score in dressage was 76.46%;
a score I have never beaten. We
went to Pony Club Camp and competed on many rally teams all over
New England; we won year end
championships in several divisions,
qualified for Pony Club Nationals
multiple years in a row, and passed
our C1! Not to mention our victories in command class always win-

ning with the “counter canter” command and in the
“fanny ride/ride a buck” because my little fanny would
not move and she would trot
ever so carefully. I was
growing and so was she; it
appeared as if the sky was
the limit.
Until… she came up lame.
We were aware that Raca
had some Navicular
“changes”, but were hopeful
that the disease would not
progress quickly because
she was younger. We were
in a holding pattern, but
went through corrective
shoes, pads, no pads, bars,
no bars, barefoot, DMSO,
bute, and piles of x-rays.
We were in a revolving door
of

soundness and unsoundness
for about 2 years. The year I
was in 7th grade I did my
science project on Navicular. I wanted to understand
everything that was going
on with my pony and know
of any way I could help her
Continued on page 4

By Anna Kirkpatrick

“Your time is up.” These
words never seem to come
so quickly as at an Intercollegiate Dressage Association
(IDA) competition. You have a total of ten minutes,
and only ten, to learn the buttons on your selected
horse. In ten whole minutes, you must figure out how
to create a connection, how to pick up the correct
lead, and how to not fall off in general. After ten
minutes, ready or not, it’s showtime!

Once riders have drawn
their horses and order of go, you wait for your allotted ten minutes with your horse. My team, the University of North Florida, has been lucky enough to
have great coaches by our side as we figure out exactly how to get the best ride possible out of a 12hh
hunter pony. Kathy Daly, followed by Laura Borger,
both familiar faces in NFDA, were instrumental in
helping our girls ride to victory or helping us make
the most of what we were given. All the coaches in
our region (UF, FSU, UCF, CCF) for that matter are
amazing, committed to their teams, and also never
hesitate to lend a helping hand to another team in
need.

Samantha Rodgers: UNF Dressage rider competing
at training level

IDA is a very different “breed” of horse show. It truly
tests your mastery not only of the theory behind dressage and transferring this theory to any horse you
ride, but it also tests your nerves- can you calmly
mount that horse that was bucking in the warm-up
and accomplish a successful dressage test? I am also fairly certain you should compete at an IDA show
before you try your hand at playing the lotto- luck of
the draw is half of the game! I’ve decided I probably
shouldn’t play the lotto for some time. In IDA, all riders draw their horses for that day out of a hat. Literally! It is completely random and there is always a best
draw and a hard draw for each level. I’ve drawn slow
ponies, forward thoroughbreds, hunters unhappy to
connect, and others that were willing partners. I’ve
had blue ribbon days and I have had days where I
come away with little more than my pride. However,
every IDA show has taught me to apply all I have
learned, be in tune with the horse, and to conquer my
nerves.

Kara Argus: UNF Dressage rider competing at
training level

Continued on page 3

After those ten short minutes
are up, into the ring you and
your new dressage partner
go! I personally always try to
snag my points in areas I know are more about me
than the horse. Making those 20 meter circles actually circles and riding into my corners may help soften
the blow that my pony is losing steam halfway
through the test. Wrong lead? Oops. I guess I need
to get a 10 on the centerline. My mind works so
much during an IDA test, and I realize that’s the way
it should be! I try to ride every stride to make up for
my lack of a partnership with the horse I am on. I can
honestly say my IDA shows have made rides on familiar horses more successful and productive.

Anna Kirkpatrick: UNF Dressage Rider competing at
Training Level. LOOK AT THAT SMILE!

So, does IDA sound fun yet?
Or scary? I admit it is both, but it has done wonders
for me as a budding dressage rider. Thanks to IDA, I
have a more acute awareness for what needs to
happen to connect with my horse and what my body
needs to do to accomplish this connection. My position and aids have improved as I learn to transfer
them from horse to horse with consistency. Finally,
and most importantly, IDA has made me a more
competent and confident rider. My stomach used to
turn into knots when asked to ride any strange
horse, and my heart rate would soar as I anticipated
a canter. IDA all but cured that
and now I look for an opportunity
to ride every different horse I
can! Those around me comment
how my riding has improved so
much over the last two years,
and a lot of this is attributed to
good old fashioned time in the
saddle, but I will give credit
where it is due: to the unconventional IDA shows and all the
horses I drew from a hat.

By Anna Kirkpatrick

CONGRATULATIONS!

Barbara Aponte and “Petey” brought home the blue and roses from the Arabian Horse Association Regional Competition. WAY TO GO, Barbara!!

Continued from page 1

feel better.

voice I replied “I couldn’t “. Now, I
know what I meant was, “I won’t…
or wouldn’t “. How could I? How
could I ask this amazing mare, who
gave me her every ounce, to give
more when we all knew she didn’t
have more to give, but would have
without a second thought.
Raca II and I did not compete again,
but enjoyed many relaxing rides together. She became a favorite in the
lesson program teaching young riders
how to post, never losing her “take
care of the kid” attitude and she was
able to take several young Pony
Clubbers through their early ratings.
As I said at the beginning, we got
Raca II for my mother, but she was
always MY horse.

See you on the Centerline!
~Kate

Kate’s Corner

Boy was she tough, and a trooper!
Never saying she “couldn’t or
wouldn’t”; never saying she was
“tired”. Raca and I were getting
ready for our C2, and a season
filled with Novice level eventing.
But, it was not to be. I remember
the day so well; our dear veterinarian and forever friend Dr. David Jefferson pulled me aside in
the barn, (at the time I was 12 but
he always spoke to me like an
adult and knew I understood because of the many hours I spent at
his HOUSE going over x-rays for
my science project) and he said,
“Kate, you can do the event this
weekend but this needs to be the
last one”. Choking back my tears,

and in a small but albeit grown up

Alex Cherba
Former Coach of the USSR Equestrian Team
Saturday—Sunday
July 27—28, 2013
Silver Oak Farm, Alachua, FL
$150/ride $10/audit $15/audit weekend
(subject to decrease with more rides)

Alex has had 4 students who represented
the USSR and later, Russia, at the Olympic
Games. Two were dressage riders and two
were show jumpers. He was the trainer and
coach of the team that represented the
USSR at the Seoul Olympics. He is an expert
with in hand work, piaffe and passage. He is
also excellent with young horses.

Contact Patricia Deasy

pcdsilveroak@msn.com
www.silveroakflorida.com

CLINIC

So, You Want to Ride a Freestyle?
By: Lynnette Wadsworth
sites . These tests will also show you the
time requirements for each level.

I remember that when I first started taking
dressage lessons I thought, Wow, I want to
ride to music! Well I did, and ten years later I
still am, and trying to help other people to
ride to music through Goldbar Freestyles. I
think a lot of people dream of riding a freestyle, but don’t know where to start. First of
all you must determine what level you will
ride. USDF offers freestyles from training
level through 4th level, and FEI offers freestyles at I-1 and Grand Prix. To compete a
freestyle at a recognized show you must have
scored at least a 60% at the highest test of the
level you wish to ride. Of course you can
always just ride to music for the fun of it, and
it does help you keep a cadence with your
horse, but if you want to compete at a recognized show here are some pointers.
You can either start with choreography or let
the music inspire you. There are advantages
and drawbacks to each. I find that it is easier
in lower level freestyles to first choose the
music and then choreograph the movements
to fit, but when you get to the FEI levels and
pirouettes, piaffe and passage are involved it
is often wiser to choreograph the piece and
then match the music. Sometimes I use a
combination of the two.
Whichever
approach
you take,
your music
is very
important
and most
important
is that you
love your
music.
Your
coach may
not love
your music, your spouse may not love your
music, and some judges may not love your
music, but that’s what is so subjective about
our sport and especially the musical freestyle
– we all have different tastes. For each level
freestyle there are required movements and
forbidden movements. You can look at the
freestyle tests on the USDF and FEI web-

Whether you started with choreography or
music you must determine the beats per minute of footfalls for your horse at each gait so
that you can look like you are dancing to the
music. You can download metronome apps
or buy one from a music store. Most horses
fall within a similar range for beats per minute, but ponies are faster and horses with a
lot of suspension are going to be slower.
Most horses have a walk between 97 and 105
bpm. The trot is usually between 145 and
152 bpm and the canter is between 94 and
101 or so. You might read other articles that
state different bpms, but these are close and
give you an idea. Your next move is to find a
piece of music to start with. Sometimes I
find the trot first, and sometimes it’s the canter, but whichever it is, I then try to develop
a genre or theme. It might be opera, or it
might be pop, but it’s usually not a good idea
to say, mix the two. This is where I spend
most of my time. Searching for the right
piece of music that makes you want to ride to
it forever. I won’t go into all of that now,
perhaps in another article, as there is much to
say about the choice of music.
Once you have chosen your music it must be
edited. There are music editing software
programs available to purchase and some are
more user friendly than others. I haven’t
quite mastered all the techniques required to
make a seamless freestyle so I take most of
my music to a studio to have it finished.
There’s nothing tackier than poorly edited
music at a show.
I hope this gives you some
insight into beginning a
freestyle. I think a lot of
people just get scared off
because it IS a lot, but
All I did was the editing and it didn’t cost
there are people like me
her a lot. Or, maybe you know someone who
who would be glad to help
is a whiz on the computer and can edit the
you at a reasonable price.
music for you – Then all you have to do is
Google freestyles and see
the choreography. Let’s get more freestyles
what comes up or make it a
in the ring. Everyone loves to watch the
summer project to put one
horses to music and it brings more spectators
together. I can help you as
to dressage. Happy Horse Dances!
much or little as you
please. I just edited
music for a client
Check out Charlotte Dujardin and Valegro from the
whose trainer cho2012 London Olympics!
reographed the
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hl65sTaFfgw
piece and the student chose the music.

Feelin’ the Heat? So is Your Horse!
Why Cool Down Your Horse?
Whether you are mucking a stall, standing or
riding on a hot day in the middle of an
(obviously un-shaded!) arena, or even just
working around the barn you will instinctively
stop to cool down. Your body is heated, sweat
is dripping down your face, your heart rate is
increased, your muscles are fatigued and need
to be stretched, you are just “sluggish”. Put
simply – when we are hot – our body sends us
signals that we need to cool down.
After a good workout on the trail or in an arena, your horse is getting the same signals that
he or she needs to cool down – difference is
that we don’t allow them to simply walk away
and grab a drink of cool water or chill in the
shade. After a good workout - the
horse will be breathing hard and its
nostrils flared. Its pulse will be high
and its skin soaked in sweat. You
will see bigger blood vessels standing out underneath his or her skin.
Fact is – your horse not only enjoys
a good cool down but NEEDS a
good cool down after a strenuous
workout…but man, what a hassle!

during a workout. They will tend to pant at the
slightest amount of exertion, they will tire easily,
seem fatigued. Early recognition of over-heating is
imperative and cool down techniques must be applied immediately in order to avoid heat stroke.

dissipating from the horse.
Within just a few minutes – you’ll notice his coat becoming cooler – as well as his demeanor.

So how do you properly cool off your horse? Proper hydration and electrolyte replacement for the
inside of your horse is key but what of the methods
for cooling off the outside of your horse? The tried
and true method of cooling off a horse is to soak the
body, neck and legs with cool water, immediately
scrape the water off the coat (since it has now heated up quickly from contact on hot skin) and repeat
until the horse has cooled down. This is a great
method…as long as you’re close to a hose and are
ready to get about as wet and stinky as the horse!
Another method is to use wet towels on the horse

What allows us to get Equi Cool Down products so cold
is our 2-step process. They are made of PVA material
which retains moisture once wet but what sets us apart
is that over 50% of the composition is actually a plant
extract that allows us to get ANY temperature water,
even boiling hot water, from ANY source (bottle, fountain, river, ocean, etc.) actually cold & keep it cold all
day long!

How do Equine Cool Down products work?

Even in extreme heat over 90-degrees, Equi Cool Down
products will remain 16 to 22 degrees cooler than the
temperature where you are simply keeping it wet and
giving it a wave every 15-20 minutes which
reactivates the cooling process. You can keep it
cool all day and NO REFRIGERATION is EVER needed!
Simply get it Wet, Wring out the excess and
WAVE!

In her article, Six Cool-Down Strategies for Your Horse, author Eleanor Kellon, VMD explains it this
way: “Your horse’s normal body
temperature is 98.5 to 101 degrees
Fahrenheit. His body temperature
rises as he exerts himself. To avoid
reaching temperatures that can damage his brain and organs, he must be
EQUI COOL DOWN will be at the June 29th NFDA Show at the Clay
County Fairgrounds! Come by to see how it works!
able to get rid of that heat. Your
horse has several ways to stay cool.
Some of the heat is transferred to
being careful to remove after a few minutes since
the air exiting his lungs. The remainder is carthey’ll act like insulators of what will quickly be
ried to the skin surface by the bloodstream.
warm moisture after lying on hot skin. Another
Blood vessels very close to the surface of the
great method…as long as you are near a cool water
skin dilate, and dissipate heat through conducsource to rewet the hot used towels.
tion (transfer of heat from body to the cooler
air), convection (the movement of hot air away
Or…
from the body’s surface, replacing it with cooler air), and evaporation (of sweat is absolutely
Simply grab your bag with your already-moistened
necessary for efficient heat removal).”
Equi Cool Down products including your Equine
Body Wrap, Equine Neck Wrap and a few of the
With horses suffering from Anhidrosis (a loss
Equine Leg wraps. Wave each item a bit in the air
of the ability to sweat), your job as caretaker
to activate the cooling and place on horse. Walk
becomes even trickier. Make no mistake –
your horse around a bit to increase the cooling actiyour horse is still feeling all the same signals
vation and spray with a mist from a hose (if availafor the need for a cool-down, but not showing
ble) or any source of water using a regular spray
the sign of skin soaked in sweat. These horses,
bottle. Flap the sides of the Equine Body Wrap to
however, will show exertion quicker since they
allow exchange of cool air with the moistened heat
are missing that key factor to cool themselves

JUNE 29TH SHOW

During either first use or if it should ever get
totally dried out, saturate your Equi Cool Down
product with any temperature water and let soak
for 3-5 minutes. Wring out the excess water
while still leaving it nice and moist and let sit for
another few minutes. Take hold at 2 corners and
simply wave it up & down to activate the cooling
process. How long depends on the temperature
of the water and current room/outdoor temperature.
Equi Cool Down products can be used over &
over again since they are hand or machine washable (separately) with any mild detergent but
should never be put in the dryer.
When finished with use please place in ANY ziplock
bag while still moist. The last step we take in production is an anti-microbial bath which prevents any mold
or mildew.
The next time you are ready to use your Equi Cool
Down product – just Wet, Wring & Wave!

Jennifer Campbell is the President of
Equi Cool Down. She can be reached at
Info@equicooldown.com

SURVEY will be sent under separate email.
Please be on the look out for it!
Please take a few moments of your time to fill out the survey. With YOUR voice, we can
make NFDA better than it’s ever been before!

Ribbons?

Clinics?

Shows?

Education?

Gifts/Prizes?

What’s Important to YOU?

HELP us to HELP you! NFDA is conducting a survey of its membership to find out what
is important to YOU!

We need YOU!
Nominations are now being accepted for the following positions:
President
Vice President
Secretary (Recording)
Treasurer
Board Member at Large (3 open positions)
Bring your talent and time to NFDA! We are a great group and are made
stronger by the leadership qualities each one of us possess!
Nominations are due by September 15th. Let a fellow member know YOU

want to be nominated! After nomination, please forward a summary of
your experience and skills to sec@nfladressage.org (due by September 15).
Ballots will be created and forwarded in the October newsletter for voting.
The installation of the new board will commence at the
end of the year awards ceremony.
Please consult the by-laws of NFDA, found here
http://www.nfladressage.com/club-bylaws.html
for definitions of each position and requirements of the board.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to any current board members.

NOMINATIONS accepted ONLINE this year—go to
http://www.nfladressage.com/board-membernominations.html

Rider:
Test:

Emily Merritt
Training Level, Test 3
NFDA Spring Series—March 9, 2013
Horse: Noah
11 year old Appendix
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ugV6-BF8NI

Brian MacMahon is a USDF "L" graduate with distinction working towards his "r" judge's license. He competes at all levels including Gran Prix depending upon the development and training of the horse and
coaches students of all levels as well. He resides in Wellborn, FL.

This session is of Emily Merritt and Noah competing at Training level Test 3.
The purpose of training level as described in the USEF rule book is to confirm that the horse is supple
and moves forward in a clear and steady rhythm, accepting contact with the bit.

Continued on page 11

Judge My Ride—continued from Page 10

Continued on page 12

Judge My Ride—continued from Page 11

Continued on page 13

Judge My Ride—continued from Page 12

Collective Marks:

Further remarks:
Capable pair. Horse is willing but lacks the longitudinal suppleness and push from behind at this time.

Overall score 61.6 %

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
Sunday, August 18th

Brunch
with the
Judge
Location and Time
to be announced
SOON!
Leslie O’Sullivan
”L” with distinction
Currently working towards “r”

How do I know if I’m
engaging my Core?
COUGH! Feel that muscle
grab? That’s your core!
~Vickie Rollack
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"Get him on your seat" that's what she says "keep him in front of your leg" ....
We've all heard it but it wasn't until she brought dessert into the picture that I
GOT it! I am an ice cream scoop. My seat is the scoop my legs are the handle.
When I need more trot I scoop. Obviously. Scoop. So drive the scoop with my
legs and push him off my seat, like a delicious scoop of ice cream. Well why
didn't you just SAY SO Maggie Selbert?!?!? This ta-da is brought to you with
special thanks to Emily Merritt. Yum! ~Kate Johnson

Have a Ta-DAH moment?
Send to
sec@nfladressage.org!
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NFDA is pleased to announce the NEW “Judge
My Ride” page! Brian MacMahon, USDF Bronze,
Silver and Gold Medalist, and “L” Graduate, with
Distinction will be sharing his expertise with a
lucky rider EVERY month!

Send Your
Photo/Video
You can submit your photo for critique, or you can send your photo with
a link to a video.
Include a short bio/explanation of your
horse and your ride/video.
Please email to
MacMahonDressage@gmail.com
Photo/Video submission deadline is the 20th of each month for inclusion in the
following month’s newsletter.

SERVICES

AD DEADLINE: Payment
and/or order must be received
by 25th of preceding month.
QUESTIONS: Heather Rodney (904) 294-2563 cell
or rprincess73@yahoo.com.
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
NFDA members: First
50 words free (email to
Rprincess73@yahoo.com
by 25th). Additional words at 5
cents per
word. Payment must accompany
order for ads over 50 words.
Non-members: 5 cents
per word. Payment must accompany order.
Note: Classified ads run for
2 months (see months listed in
brackets at the end of your ad).
To renew, notify us by email to
rprincess73@yahoo.com by the
25th of the preceding month
(e.g.,
Jan 25 for Feb issue).

Send in one of you,
your horse, etc...and
be in the next edition of the NFDA
Newsletter!

Heather Rodney
TACK

17" adjustable tree king sad-dle,
with new billets, am asking $950
firm. The seat rides larger than 17".
Con-tact Michelle Velasco at sunvetmc@gmail.com.

Windsor Brown Dressage Saddle.
Size 17, Narrow twice, Medium
DISPLAY AD RATES:
tree. Eleven years old, very good
Two sizes only
Business card size (3.5"x2"): condition. Contact Jeannine at
$10 / month. $120 for 12 issues panache@comcast.net.
Full page: $45 / month or
annual rate $450 prepaid
Check must accompany
order
Ads must be submitted in
electronic format to rprincess73@yahoo.com
LOOKING FOR?
SPONSOR ADS: BusinessPartial Lease Wanted! Experienced AA
es that offer NFDA members a
looking for a solid horse to part lease.
10% discount get a free busiReferences. Liz Yankee, 617-694-8832
ness-card size ad. Ad must be
or yankee14@comcast.net
submitted in electronic format,
and contain the words "10%
Discount for NFDA Members.”
MAIL CHECKS TO:
Heather Rodney, NFDA Ads,
804 Hickory Knolls Drive, Green
Cove Springs, FL 32043. Make
checks payable to NFDA.

Like the new
front page
pictures?

Newsletter
Editor

rprincess73@yahoo.com

Have an Idea,
Article or
Thought?
SHARE IT WITH
NFDA!
Send your
thoughts, ideas
and articles to:
Heather Rodney
Newsletter
Editor

rprincess73@yahoo.com

Classifieds

NFDA ADVERTISING RULES and
RATES

Personalized,
bead embroidered stock pins.
You pick the
picture and colors—I do the
rest. Starting at
$30. Heather
Rodney—
rprincess73@yahoo.com or 904294-2563.

June 2013
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8
Suncoast Sunburn
Classic—Tampa

9

10

11

12

13

14

17

18

19

20

21

24

25

26

27

28

Suncoast Sunburn
Classic—Tampa

16
Surf’s Up Cup
New Symrna Beach

23
30

15
Surf’s Up Cup
New Symrna Beach
NFDA ENTRIES DUE

22
29
Summer Sizzler
Canterbury
NFDA Under the
Lights

Teeth Done?

Summer Sizzler
Canterbury

July 2013
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Mid-Year
shots?
Call the Vet!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

14

12

13

HSITP
Longwood Farm
Ocala

HSITP
Longwood Farm
Ocala

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

HSITP—Dressage
Longwood Farm
Ocala

2013 O FFICERS

PRESIDENT:
Kate Johnson
VICE PRESIDENT:
Shantel Brooks
TREASURER:
Carol Ellmaker
SECRETARY:
Heather Rodney
Board Members:
Anna Kirkpatrick
Barbara Turner
Michelle Velasco
Lisa Beardsley
Lynnette Wadsworth

NFDA—NEWSLETTER
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